Meeting held at Northam on Monday, 27 May 2019

WEATHER: Fine      TRACK: Good      KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 1.45pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 9 Smarty Hook (23/5)
Illness: Race 1 Georgie (27/5)
Transferred: Race 6 Tavata (27/5)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R31(2) - Race 8 Yada Yada x 0 days (1.30pm)

FINES:
R31(4) - Mr D Brown - $100.00

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 Simply Gifted, Race 3 Westdale Rose, Race 7 Little Miss Doza

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/297 - Maiden - 2:13 PM
(297M): Spray and wipe began quickly. Enigma Boy, Wagtail Maude & Global Girl began slowly. Enigma Boy & Wagtail Maude collided soon after the start. Enigma Boy checked off the heels of Global Girl on the first turn. Enigma Boy & Wagtail Maude collided on the first turn. Pumped Up Moment & Nitro Mini collided on the first turn. Mixed Up Moment raced wide on the home turn. A post race veterinary examination revealed Freddy Be Cool has a right hindleg - hamstrings (SM/ST) injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/297 - Novice - 2:28 PM
(297M): Simply Gifted began slowly. Freddy Be Cool & All Temptation collided soon after the start. Spirit of Pat, Blue Jay Way, Freddy Be Cool & All Temptation collided soon after the start. All Temptation & Kabarangi collided several times approaching the first turn. Freddy Be Cool checked off the heels of Kabarangi approaching the first turn. Simply Gifted & Good Girl Brandi collided on the first turn. Good Girl Brandi, Blue Jay Way, All Temptation & Kabarangi collided on the first turn, Kabarangi lost ground. Freddy Be Cool shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. All Temptation checked off the heels of Blue Jay Way on the home turn. A post race veterinary examination revealed Freddy Be Cool has a right hindleg - hamstrings (SM/ST) injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 3 - Novice/Country/509 - Novice - 2:48 PM
(509M): Trudy Keeping & Big Bird collided soon after the start. Villafly & Marcial collided approaching the first turn. Villafly, Marcial, Westdale Rose & Worked Up Moment collided on the first turn. Westdale Rose & Worked Up Moment collided on the first turn, Worked Up Moment lost ground and collided with Big Bird. Big Bird shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. Worked Up Moment checked off the heels of Big Bird at the catching pen. Villafly & Westdale Rose collided on the third turn.

WORKED UP MOMENT was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. Big Bird was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 4 - Mixed 4/5/Country/297 - Mixed 4/5 - 3:12 PM
Race 5 - Mixed 5/6/Country/297 - Mixed 5/6 - 3:29 PM
(297M): BULLET PASS & WAYNE’S ROCKET began quickly. SPACE GHOST began slowly. RAGLAN DIVA checked off the heels of BULLET PASS and collided with SIMPLY READY soon after the start. TIGER KEEPING & WAYNE’S ROCKET collided soon after the start. SIMPLY READY checked off the heels of RAGLAN DIVA on the first turn. BULLET PASS & WAYNE’S ROCKET collided on the first turn. BULLET PASS checked off the heels of WAYNE’S ROCKET and collided with TIGER KEEPING on the first turn, BULLET PASS & TIGER KEEPING lost ground. RAGLAN DIVA checked off the heels of BULLET PASS and collided with SPACE GHOST on the first turn, SPACE GHOST & RAGLAN DIVA both fell. TIGER KEEPING raced wide on the first turn. KABO’S WINLOCK & FERNANDO STEALTH collided on the home turn.

SPACE GHOST was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. A post race veterinary examination revealed RAGLAN DIVA has a left foreleg - carpal (wrist) sprain and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 6 - Grade 6/Country/297 (1) - Grade 6 - 3:48 PM
(297M): HEZA HARLEY, COSTLY GIRL, LINGARD & JUST HER BEST began quickly. MY FIRE FABIO, BEB’S & HEZA REAL DEAL began slowly. JUST HER BEST & HEZA REAL DEAL collided soon after the start. HEZA HARLEY & COSTLY GIRL collided soon after the start. BEB’S checked off the heels of HEZA REAL DEAL on the first turn. LINGARD checked off the heels of JUST HER BEST on the first turn. MY FIRE FABIO & COSTLY GIRL collided on the first turn. LINGARD raced wide on the first turn. HEZA REAL DEAL checked off the heels of MY FIRE FABIO approaching the home turn. HEZA HARLEY & COSTLY GIRL collided on the home turn. LINGARD raced wide on the home turn. LINGARD & JUST HER BEST raced wide in the home straight.

COSTLY GIRL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 7 - Mixed 5/6/Country/509 - Mixed 5/6 - 4:07 PM
(509M): BERYLLIUM began quickly. BLACK JOKER began slowly. WISE RHONDA & SHINBONER collided soon after the start. BLACK RENEGADE & LITTLE MISS DOZA collided soon after the start. WISE RHONDA, SHINBONER & LITTLE MISS DOZA collided approaching the first turn. BLACK JOKER & BLACK RENEGADE collided on the first turn. WISE RHONDA, SHINBONER & LITTLE MISS DOZA collided on the first turn. WISE RHONDA & SHINBONER collided on the first turn. SHINBONER, BLACK JOKER & BLACK RENEGADE collided on the first turn. BLACK RENEGADE checked off the heels of SHINBONER at the catching pen. SHINBONER checked off the heels of BLACK RENEGADE on the third turn. SHINBONER checked off the heels of BLACK JOKER on the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Country/509 - Mixed 4/5 - 4:22 PM
(509M): HARKLE began quickly. NOTHING TO PROVE & BLACK GOSHAWK began slowly. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of HELLO I’M BIGGIE soon after the start. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of FERNANDO’S JEWEL approaching the first turn. BLACK GOSHAWK shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. HELLO I’M BIGGIE checked off the heels of LIGHTNING SEVEN and collided with BLACK GOSHAWK on the first turn. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of FERNANDO’S JEWEL at the catching pen. BLACK GOSHAWK checked off the heels of HELLO I’M BIGGIE on the third turn.

Race 9 - Free For All (s)/Country/297 - Free For All (s) - 4:47 PM
(297M): MOLLY MONELLI began quickly. TYLER KEEPING began slowly. ORIENTAL OWEN & MAGIC BRANDI collided on the first turn. EMMA LAKERS hit inside running rail on the first turn. CECIL BENZ galloped heavily on the heels of EMMA LAKERS on the first turn. EMMA LAKERS fell on the first turn and failed to finish. CECIL BENZ stumbled, shifted out and collided with TYLER KEEPING on the first turn, both stumbled, lost ground and raced wide.

A post race veterinary examination revealed EMMA LAKERS had a right hindleg - tarsal (hock) fracture and was humanely Euthanased by the On-Track Veterinary Surgeon.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/297 (2) - Grade 6 - 5:12 PM
HOSIER LANE & LADY ZELLENGER began quickly. WILDASH WILLOW & AYSUM BLACK began slowly. WILDASH WILLOW & HAYLEY BECCA collided soon after the start. PURE PESH & DAISY EYES collided several times soon after the start. HOSIER LANE & LADY ZELLENGER collided on the first turn, LADY ZELLENGER lost ground. ROLLIE BEXON & PURE PESH collided on the first turn. AYSUM BLACK checked off the heels of DAISY EYES on the first turn. AYSUM BLACK tailed off on the first turn due to injury.

A post race veterinary examination revealed AYSUM BLACK has a right hindleg - gracilis (back) muscle injury and has been stood down for 28 days.

FINAL.